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"The future is not something impossible to make happen; actually it is something so highly possible to be
exceeded in such a way that we hardly can understand” Agostinho da Silva.

Preamble
The dawn of a new possible progress dialogue for the human evolution…
The World Alliance of Peoples’ Organizations is the first world political/institutional dialogue initiative, that has a
very intense advanced vision of the future of earth civilization, on new political-financial systems, new
technologies, new infrastructures, space exploration, balance of human rights, new physical and spiritual
advancements, urban development and the precious meaning of life on earth; delivering effective political party
and Institutional/organizational assistance and focused on building relationships and articulation of cooperation,
in order to improve performance and reduce any type of friction in the world system, strengthening
political/institutional systems, promoting honest governance, respect, solutions, transparency and ethical
evolution in a worldwide scale.
The WAPO agenda of resurgence articulates the aspirations of the people of the world and spells out the vision
of a modern system that advocates happiness, tolerance, moderation and freedom. We look to the future with
faith and confidence as we set on a course to political stability, social harmony, and economic prosperity for all.
This is an imperative movement for the world that embraces the interests of all human race, in a time of great
difficulty. This people of the world, whose cultural diversities blend into common goals and aspirations for an
ethical and just society based on a good and developed culture and the rule of law, free from ignorance,
oppression or corruption.
Our strength lies in people and their proper representatives. Human development would thus remain our
highest priority. We must cultivate and allow every opportunity for the new and for the good to flourish.
The family and the financial systems…
We must though think about establishing in, a new proper world regulated financial system and a possible world
trading currency, as the base to do everything else for our future generations, letting all nations rule their own
currencies, with a strong, ethical and solid international financial structure, we then will be able to proceed to the
future with confidence.
It is also the structure of the family that provides the good social development. The present state of women and
children worldwide, in terms of their access to health care, nutrition, and education can not be ignored.
Investment in women and children would ensure that the family structure remains intact and future generations
are brought up in a healthy and secure environment.
And let us have the eyes on space exploration and in a new possible educational system…

Purposes

I.

To Unite humanity with the best value that all peoples’ organizations have to offer, under a loving-open
and respectful dialog between all parts.
II. To contribute to guide the two path lines of Liberty and destiny and meet them in one single path for
humanity, respecting each nation good strategy of development and decisions.
III. To prize the values of love, beauty, respect, truth, family, morality, faith, justice and harmony to all
nations and through all humanity’s universal evolution.
IV. To promote and stimulate intelligent universal management focused on serving the well being and
progress of each human person.
V. To guide reproduction wisely
VI. To respect each nation’s natural progress and evolution.
VII. To help to protect people and nations with fairness and justice.
VIII.May all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a proper and efficient world system.
IX. To balance personal rights in tolerance with social duties.
X. To promote universal transparency.
XI. To help to create a sustainable global economy, fair to all parts, nations and their citizens.
XII. To balance the world with the beauty of the infinite universal laws.
XIII.To promote the implementation of 25 missions for the world as follows:
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Contribute for a system with transparency, respect, truth and fairness
Erase world poverty
World infrastructure projects
New modern urban architecture and organization
Food production
Environmental projects and systems
Tourism
Energy technologies
New creative science and technology
New creative educational systems
New world justice system
New worldwide health systems
New world regulated banking system
New creative culture
Maintenance of peace
Security
To give the people in the world to have a chance to an opinion on all subjects
Local and International Business
Jobs
Space exploration and all developments at all levels that space exploration will bring
New Transportation systems
New Communications systems
To balance the levels of earth resources and the human population in the world
To help preserve species that are near extinction
To contribute for the development and evolution of Religion and faith

The 25 Missions

1. Contribute for a system with transparency, respect, truth and fairness
The real freedom and transparency is expressed when there is no obstacle direct or indirect, in the system for
the progress of the evolutionary human beings that live on this planet.
The respect for any human being or chaos, for those that don’t understand Chaos or other human beings; it is
the starting point of the mastery of life, Chaos can be an order, if we see it in an evolved point of view.
The respect is also when we can achieve something without violating the rights of others.
It’s the 6 billion people in the world that create their own rules that are against one person, and even so, that
person can still respect those 6 billion people and their rules.
It’s the tolerance and Love for the little sacrifice against our private rules, which opens the door to the action
that will lead to the achievement. It’s the full control of all emotions.
Truth and justice based on balanced penalties for those that in a moment of weakness decide disrespect the
entire other 6 billion people directly or indirectly.
We will promote:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Increasing of Political Accountability
Strengthening Civil Society Participation
Creating a Competitive Private Sector
Institutional Restraints on Power
Improving Public Sector Management
Commission for political, social and business ethics

2. Erase world poverty
To erase all forms of poverty:
Extreme (or absolute) poverty: Living in extreme poverty (less than $1 a day) mean not being able to afford the
most basic necessities to ensure survival. 8 million people a year die from absolute poverty.
Moderate poverty: Moderate poverty, defined as earning about $1 to $2 a day, enables households to just
barely meet their basic needs, but they still must forgo many of the things-education, health care-that many of
us take for granted. The smallest misfortune (health issue, job loss, etc.) threatens survival.
Relative poverty: Lastly, relative poverty means that a household has an income below the national average.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each year, more than 8 million people around the world die because they are too poor to stay alive.
Over 1 billion people—1 in 6 people around the world—live in extreme poverty, defined as living on less
than $1 a day.
More than 800 million go hungry each day.
80% of the world population lives with less than $10 a day.
Over 100 million primary school-age children cannot go to school.
Nearly 3 billion people—half of the world's population—are considered poor.

But poverty it's about men, women and children enduring unimaginable obstacles that keep them from fulfilling
their most basic human rights and achieving their individual potentials.

We shall contribute to promote globally:
•
•
•
•

Investment
Trade
Micro credit
Erase corruption and end with dangerous economical cycles.
3. World infrastructure projects

The promotion with the cooperation of World international institutions, private capital and risk capital institutions
and possible other cooperation’s, the following infrastructures for any region/country in the world to develop and
to be connected to each other:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban & Rural Infrastructures Development
Urban & Rural new and renewable Energy Infrastructures Development
Urban & Rural Power Generation and Distribution for Agriculture Farms
Education Children, Young, Adult: Infantile, Basic, Secondary, Professional, Technical and University
Support and Development Communication and Computer Schools
Culture of the all world Languages
Hospitals or Clinics & Health
Develop of the vineyard and viniculture
Support Residences to Children and to Senior
Reconstruction of the Cultural Patrimony
Micro – Financing Services to Personal Development
Water & Sewage, Irrigation
Intelligence and Development Projects to Investigation News Products
Industrial Innovative Factories Project
Agriculture Projects
Support to the Development of the Commerce, Industries and Services
Support for the Protection of the environment and sea species ( in countries near the sea)
Support for the Investigation and development sea species
Support for the environmental development, and use of the Garbage’s
Support for the Scientific Investigation and development innovative Projects
Support to the storms and catastrophes and crisis seismic
Aquaculture Projects
Fish Boats
Creation of sea and river ports
Tourism Infrastructures
Marketing to divulge Products Made in each country
Marketing to divulge Tourist Paradise
Support for the Protection and Assistance of HIV/AIDS
Population Social Development
Low Cost Affordable Social Housing
Rail Infrastructure on earth
Infrastructures on the moon
Infrastructures on Mars
Infrastructures in space in general

4. New modern urban architecture and organization
The promotion of sophisticated structure and technology to built a revolutionary urban environment such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pyramids, skyscraper, small and creative houses constructed and linked with continuous transportation
networks
Reconstruction of old buildings
Auto-constructed houses
Automatic sewerage, water and waste recycle system for each house
Use of high advanced materials in terms of thermodynamics, resistance, conductivity, hardness,
flexibility, design, isolation, etc..
Auto generation of electricity to each house
Promotion of space cities outside of the earth.
5. Food production

Millions of farms have gone bankrupt, in the midst of this hunger catastrophe.
We need to promote investment and to reduce Bureaucracy, for fishing and agricultural production generally in
the world and especially in India, Russia, South America and Africa.
6. Environmental projects and systems
To promote environmental projects and systems to avoid:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminated water
Watersheds
Wetlands
Composting
Acid Rain
Contaminated air
Waste Recycling systems
Invasive plants or animals can have a profound impact on ecosystems. When allowed to proliferate,
they can kill off indigenous plant or animal life, causing whole natural habitats to change.

7. Tourism
The promotion of the future world and space Tourism, based on travelling, accommodation and activities on
earth and in Space.
A new advanced vision for the creation of emotions.
8. Energy technologies
To promote new energy technologies based on electromagnetism, cold fusion, nuclear transmutation process of
water, water as a fuel and other new technologies.
9. New creative science and technology
Because mankind is living in a very primitive stage of development, we haven’t discovered nothing compared to
what it has to be discovered, se shall contribute to:
•
•
•

Investment
Promote open mind thoughts.
Contribute to erase pride and self centred minds

10. New creative educational systems
Education is a critical piece of the development puzzle. Research indicates that investment in education may be
one of the highest yield investments available in the developing world. Education attacks poverty at its roots,
and strengthens individuals, families and communities. In addition to equipping a child with the knowledge and
skills needed for a productive life, universal primary education offers societies even deeper and wider returns
for health and economic growth.
Expanding access to quality education in Infantile, Basic, Secondary, Professional, Technical and University
This means a new structure plan that includes new programs in all stages:
•
•
•
•

Investment in new international social interactive educational programs.
Development of these social interaction international programs in History, philosophy, entrepreneurship,
personal development and theology in a view from all religions.
After 3 years students can teach those in the more junior classes.
Those with learning difficulties can be trained in agriculture and in industry basic jobs.
11. New world justice system

To contribute to create a new world institution for the regulation and implementation worldwide of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking Laws
Environmental and Natural Resources Laws
Indigenous Peoples protection laws
Anti-corruption Laws
Infrastructure Laws
Insolvency and Creditor Rights
Intellectual Property Rights
Other International Laws
Internet and Communications Technology (ICT) Laws
Involuntary Resettlement
Justice for the Poor
Land Laws
Privatization and the Law
Public Health
Space exploration Laws
12. New worldwide health systems

To create new health systems in order that people can access to basic health requirements easily, and promote
access to more complex health systems with the help of credit systems to the poorer classes.
13. New world regulated banking system
A new proper world regulated financial system and a world trading currency,
To reduce the world speculative markets and restart a new banking system based on the existing production
and put the older one into a possible bankruptcy reorganization.

14. New creative culture
To promote new modern patterns of human activity and the symbolic structures that give such way the
significance and importance.
To cultivate the old ways as a sequence and stimulate creative and spiritual new ways of life including arts,
beliefs and institutions of a population. This includes new codes of manners, dress, language, religion, rituals,
norms of behavior such as law and morality, and systems of belief as well as the art.
the birth of a new universal human capacity and activities to classify, codify and communicate their experiences
materially and symbolically towards a new vision of the super universe.
15. Maintenance of peace
To propose to low the investment in defence from all the countries in the world and point the investment to a
more peaceful human sustainable action for the planet.
The society will never be peaceful, because of the injustice of the oppression, we shall:
•
•
•
•
•

Implement international laws
Erase corruption
Promote the respect between all sides
Understand all sides either in a point of view they are good or bad
And the right for anyone to explain their points of view
16. Security

Promote security measures for local and global conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

To erase poverty
To create conditions for countries to low the defence systems
Promote personal security based on devices, services, Improvements and procedures
Promote personal development and insertion on the society to people with troubled past.
Possibility of Insertion of criminals into agricultural heavy work.

17. To give the people in the world to have a chance to an opinion on all subjects
To give a chance for people to vote and create petitions online and express their opinions on all the subjects.
18. Local and International Business
The global economic integration accelerates due to the intensification of trade and capital flows, the
consolidation of financial markets, the reduction of transport costs and the revolution in the field of information
technology and communication. This is creating unprecedented opportunities for growth and development;
millions of business are generated every day in international markets. However, is also putting new pressures
on natural resources.
Companies are responding to these changes, combining advanced technologies and foreign capital with wide
availability of labour increasingly qualified in developing countries. The chains of Global supplies are changing
as companies outsource production and services complex for economies of lower costs. The components of a
given product may be sourced in several countries, replacing traditional trade in finished products.
A gradual opening of trade is an important source of productivity gains, growth and development of jobs. It is a
key factor in reducing poverty and promoting development, which in the longer term, can contribute to meet
many of the factors underlying the global challenges we face, provided security from migration to climate
change.

Major emerging economies, especially China, India and Brazil, are reaping the fruits of their increased
participation in world trade. Together they now represent 15% of trade flows world.
Based on progressive liberalization, the growth of these countries was crucial for their historic achievement in
lifting millions out of poverty.
This actions need to be balanced with a waste recycling system and articulated with the amount of peoples
needs.

19. Jobs
The promotion of trade, investment, micro-business and businesses worldwide, for the creation of jobs.

20. Space exploration and all developments at all levels that space exploration will bring
Space its not really the final frontier, it’s the next step to be explored, we need to expand Space exploration in
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mining minerals in other planets
Tourism
Development of Urban cities in other planets and in space
Creation of space and other planets Infrastructure
Space transportation
The study of other possible life forms in space, and if they exist, the development of new regulations
and laws for development of cooperative affords, having in mind that any living creature on the universe
have rights.

21. New Transportation systems
The need for new flexible, low cost and simple infrastructure, high technological vehicles, and operations,
internally and with each neighbor countries.
Need for fixed installations necessary for transport, and may be roads, railways, airways, space systems,
waterways, canals and pipelines or terminals such as airports, railway stations, bus stations, space stations and
seaports.
Vehicles traveling on the network include automobiles, bicycles, buses, trains, aircraft and spacecrafts.
Operations deal with the way the vehicles are operated, and the procedures set for this purpose including the
financing, legalities and policies. In the transport industry, operations, and ownership of infrastructure, are both
public and private, depending on the country and mode.
Passenger transport may be public or private. Freight transport has become focused on containerization, while
bulk transport is used for large volumes or durable items. Transport plays an important part in economic growth
and globalization, but has a deteriorating impact on the environment. While it is heavily subsidized by
governments, good planning of transport is essential to make traffic flow, and restrain urban sprawl.
The need for new technologies in the area of transportation is imperative.

22. New Communications systems
To implement new ways of free or low cost communications, and develop new communications systems for
each human being.

23. To balance the levels of earth resources and the human population in the world
To produce studies of the balanced relations between earth resources and human supply for good life
conditions, and propose measures approved by the people to create balance based on the results.
And to avoid possible overpopulation we propose the need to have intelligent management, a form of birth
control or space colonization.

24. To help preserve species that are near extinction
We shall promote sustainable actions and laws to balance industrialization, urbanization and human impact with
our planet.
The Forest loss and degradation is mostly caused by the expansion of agricultural land, intensive harvesting of
timber, wood for fuel and other forest products, as well as overgrazing.
Human impact on terrestrial and marine natural resources results in marine and coastal degradation. Population
growth, urbanization, industrialization and tourism are all factors.
25. To contribute for the development and evolution of Religion and faith
We have now entered in one of the most important eras of mankind, the era of the development of the human
consciousness.
Consciousness may involve new thoughts, sensations, perceptions, moods, emotions, dreams, and an
awareness of self, although not necessarily any particular one or combination of these.
This is the era where man will learn to achieve the unachievable and think the unthinkable.
By the changing of thought we change our future, it’s the simple relation between the only thing that a human
being have full control and that is thought in nature.
The ability to create is a given gift. A gift given somehow to everyone without exception. We shall contribute for
people to know more about religions and the respect that each religion deserves.

